
JULY START UP 
	 
Primary situation scan- and/or load	Infinite, allow only that which is for 
the highest and greatest good and well-being for all concerned 
	 
Scan for Name Box 
	 
Water 
Family member (s) 
All ancestral lines 
Pet (s) 
Residence 
Business 
Vehicle (s) 
Crystals 
Jewelry 
People of Planet Earth 
	 
Camden, New Jersey 
Chicago, Illinois 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Detroit, Michigan 
Englewood, New Jersey 
Flint, Michigan 
Hackensack, New Jersey 
Los Angles, California 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Trenton, New Jersey 
		
 
Dowse in- 
	 
Neutralize all negative brain signals 83836152 
	 
		
	
	
	
 



Check spleen vitality 
	 
Cocktails: (if vitality under 70) 
 
	 
Spleen 
Glyph spleen 
Delwarr spleen 
	 
Or 
	 
Charge spleenrifeblock 
	 
Clear undercharged and overcharged meridians and organs 
	 
Align vibrationally to healing session 68919568 
Bless all electrical fields 72084196		 
Clear all unseen energy that does not have my best interests at Heart 
84747253 
Alignment with Higher Self 60305357					 
Heavy metal	3705761						 
Inner Divine fire is released through my DNA	3678018			 
Innate immune response 81297248								 
Balance thought 80836182																																		 
									 
Check for priority 
Discarnate cocktail scan 
Full SRC start up scan 
Adrenal synapse trauma combo cocktail 
Accelerate healing 72266166	 
activate lines of force to heal, restore, revitalize, strengthen, nourish, and 
reinvigorate the body and to maintain it in a state of excellent health 
76565998			 
	 
		
	
	
	
 



Angel scan 
Brain-alz scan 
Bugs 
Circadian rhythm 80095278 
	 
Clear all unseen energy that does not have my best interests at Heart	
84747253 
Clear stress related to technocracy		 
Connect prana tube 3700832	 
Control genetics with consciousness 9866717	 
Conditions scan 
Gem scan 
Grabovoi scan 
Greatest need 
Immediately cancel clear purge delete disarm the effects of all stories 
cocktail		 
Immune system scan 
Implant command		 
Load pre-set cocktail 
Major areas of concern 
Nature’s medicine cabinet 
Neurological 
Neutralize destructive frequencies at the speed of Light	9576825			 
Pericardium cocktail 
Recharge all organs 
Regenerate life force 88031254 
Restore to Divine blueprint 83146408				 
Sarcodes highly stressed 
She-motion 
Slater remedies 
Teeth list scan 
Thought overlays 
 


